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Cz Bifacial Solar Cells
C. del Cañizo, A. Moehlecke, I. Zanesco, and A. Luque

Abstract—High efficiencies have been achieved on bifacial solar
cells made on FZ silicon. In the adaptation of the process to the
more commonly used Cz material, attention has been paid to the
influence of thermal processing on Cz, trying to avoid internal get-
tering effects related to oxygen precipitation. Lifetime measure-
ments at different steps of the process have been carried out to
quantify this influence. Reduction of “thermal load” by growth of
a thin passivating oxide and deposition of a double antireflecting
coating gives 17.7% when illuminated from the n+ side and 15.2%
when illuminated from the p+ one.

Index Terms—Bifacial, Cz silicon, solar cells.

T HERE has been much improvement in the last few years
on bifacial solar cells. In 1994, a pnn structure devel-

oped at our laboratory reached 19.1% % for nside illumina-
tion and 18.1% for p side illumination [1]. Hübneret al. [2]
develop a cell passivated with silicon nitride and with local Al
BSF in the rear side, giving 20.1% for front side illumination
and 17.2% for rear side illumination. Glunzet al. [3] report for
a rear contact cell an efficiency of 20.6% when illuminated by
the unmetallized side, and 20.2% when illuminated by the met-
allized one. Also with a rear contact cell, Zhouet al.[4] achieve
20.6%-15.2% for a 10% coverage on the side with the contacts,
and 21.9%-13.9% for 20% coverage. With screen printed con-
tacts, best results reported are those of Rohatgiet al. [5], 16.4%
front efficiency and 11.6% rear efficiency.

These results are always on high quality FZ material, while
there is an interest in Cz silicon for industrial processes. The
purpose of this paper is to report the development of a bifacial
cell process for Cz Si.

To explain the modifications that lead to Cz cells, we analyze
briefly our baseline process to obtain pnn or n pp bifacial
cells [1], [6]. First, a masking oxide is grown to define the ac-
tive area and to shield the nface from boron diffusion. Then, a
texturization is done in a KOH bath, obtaining pyramid heights
of around 3 m. Boron is diffused from a BBrsource and an-
other masking oxide is grown with same functions as the first
one: to mask the p face from phosphorus diffusion and to de-
fine the n active area. The n side is texturized, and a phos-
phorus diffusion is carried out from a POClsource in super-
saturation conditions, producing a gettering effect that recovers
lifetime degraded by thermal processing. An etch-back step in
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Fig. 1. Bulk lifetime evolution for FZ and Cz 20
·cm n-type wafers for
standard process.

a HF/HNO solution etches away the dead layer. After oxide
etching in a buffered HF solution, a thick oxide (about 1000 Å)
is grown to passivate the surfaces and reduce reflection losses.
Passivation of boron doped surfaces, which is known to be less
effective than for phosphorus doped ones, is improved by im-
plementation of a floating junction; we perform this floating
junction passivation by a simple method, consisting of carring
out passivation oxidation step in a furnace for phosphorus diffu-
sion. Metallization comprises evaporation of Ti–Pd–Ag on the
n face and Al–Ti–Pd–Ag on the pface. Silver is electroplated
to obtain 6–8 m high fingers. To improve metal adherence and
recover surfaces damaged by electron-gun x-rays, an annealing
in forming gas at 450C is performed as a last fabrication step.

We study the changes needed to adapt the process to Cz
material by lifetime measurements and cell processing. The
main difference between FZ and Cz is the fact that Cz silicon
is rich in oxygen (concentration around – atm/cm ),
and thermal steps induce oxygen precipitation in the bulk,
producing intrinsic gettering [7], which is detrimental for solar
cell performance. However, there is not an agreement in how
to avoid this phenomenon, and while some authors found that
lifetime degradation in Cz is avoided by using only a single
furnace step above 800C [8], others point out that high
temperatures do not degrade lifetime provided fast ramping-up
and ramping-down is performed [9]. In any case, it seems to
be necessary to reduce the “thermal load” that Cz material is
exposed to during processing.

To analyze the influence of thermal steps, we measured bulk
lifetime after each thermal step for both FZ and Cz. Measure-
ments are made with photoconductive decay technique (PCD).
We etch the first few microns of the samples with CP4 to elimi-
nate the diffused layers, and passivate the samples by immersion
in HF 50% during the measurements. In Fig. 1, lifetime evolu-
tion for 20 ·cm n-type FZ and Cz samples is presented. Similar
results have been obtained for p-type samples.

Lifetime is severely degraded by contamination during ox-
idations and boron deposition, because conventional furnaces
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TABLE I
RESULTS FROM A BIFACIAL Cz CELL WITH

100 Å OXIDE + DARC, n TYPE, 20
cm, 4 cm (CONFIRMED BY NREL)

Fig. 2. Quantum efficiency of n-type Cz bifacial cell. (a) pillumination; (b)
n illumination.

without TCA cleaning are used. A clear recovery due to phos-
phorus gettering is observed for both FZ and Cz (from around 15

s to around 200s), but then the passivation step again reduces
lifetime,and there thedegradation isworse forCz(that fallsdown
to around 50 s) than for FZ silicon (that stays at around 150s).
PC1D simulations indicate this lifetime reduction will decrease
dramatically cell performance (for example, decreases 5%,

at thep njunction2%and atthen njunction13%).
This analysis suggests that modifications on the passivation

step should be developed, so that lifetime recovered during get-

tering step is not reduced as much by the oxidation. Then, we
processedwaferswherethelastoxidation(1000Candaround90
min) is substituted by a process at 850C of around 45 min. This
produces a thin oxide (around 100 Å) that passivates the surface
but cannot perform as an anti-reflecting coating (ARC), so that a
doubleARC(ZnSandMgF)isdepositedaftermetallization.

Lifetime measurements after this short passivation step give
180 s for Cz, which compared to measurements for the long
process (around 50s) shows a clear improvement. This modi-
fication also affects floating junction formation, giving a higher
sheet resistance, which is beneficial for surface recombination
reduction[10].Sheet resistancemeasuredontestsamples(wafers
withoutanypriordiffusion) isaround1000/ .

Table I showscell parameters foraCzcell, andFig.2shows the
quantumefficiency.MeasurementshavebeenmadeatNREL.

Poorer response in pemitter is attributed to surface boron de-
pletion.Anextra-steptoetchbackthisborondepleted layercanbe
performed toovercomethisproblem,allowingsimilargoodshort
wavelengthresponseforboth illuminationmodes[6].

Inconclusion, reductionof temperatureand timeofoxide-pas-
sivation step has succeeded in avoiding lifetime degradation,
keeping base lifetime rather high. Cell performance is then lim-
ited by p surface recombination, caused by boron depletion,
which can be improved performing an extra boron etch-back
step, or making boron diffusion as one of the last processing steps
(before passivating oxide growth), in case phosphorus gettering
isnotneeded.
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